Spybot Guide by Crashfan25
Episode 1: A New Hop
A. Nearby a stone seesaw. after two ledges you can climb. There are 3 flowers to
smash and one big plant.
B. After you pass the second downhill, there's a spybot and a big plant. It's before 2
mushrooms and before Aku Aku.
C. After the Uka Uka wall, in the middle of 1st and 2nd bridges.
Episode 2: A Succumbing to Age Story
A. After you jack the first Goar and meet the first Ratnicians on this level, there should
be a spybot nearby.
B. It's at the top of the hill where you learn back flip jump. Do the back flip to reach it.
C. It's near the place where you learn wall jump.
Episode 3: A Zero's Journey
A. After the first Spike of this level, there'll be some Ratnicians and Spybot over there.
B. At the first coliseum near the Uka Uka wall. Must be shot with Snipe.
C. At the 2nd coliseum, where are lots of Ratnicians, Spikes, a Goar and few Snipes, at
the left side.
Episode 4: Temple of Zoom
A. At the place before you reach Yuktopus, near the Food Chain obelisk.
B. At the place where you fight Yuktopus and Cortex, left side.
C. Same thing as B, but opposite direction.
Episode 5: The Emerald Pity
A. In the first Skateboard track, after 2nd trail of 4 mines, after the concept art doll, in
a platform.
B. Nearby the minigame, there are 2 Koo-alas sitting and lots of logs and saws, where
the Rhinoroller appear, there's a spybot.
C. It's after the last Skateboard course, before the end.
Episode 6: Don't Eat the Yellow Brick Load
A. After the waterfall, behind a small building.
B. It's after some logs and platforms that'll fall and after the tic tac-obelisk, before
Shelephant.
C. In the room after you jack Shelephant, there are many Koo-alas and spikes, there's
also a Spybot.
Episode 7: The Blizzard of Claws
A. After the first generator, in the lava, need Magmadon to destroy.
B. It's at the right side of the place where's 4th generator.
C. At cliff before Tiny, there's Snipe, target and mini-game nearby, there's a spybot.
Episode 8: Life's a Beach
A. It's at a platform, next to first Stench of this level.
B. Behind some barrels and crates, there's a spybot. There's Stenches and purple plant
nearby

C. It's behind the waterfall, near the 2 spikes.
Episode 9: Operation Overboard
A. It's at the place where first Scorporilla appears, you can shoot it with Stench or
climb with boxes and destroy it.
B. Take the left side of the sewer skateboarding, there should be Spybot at the end.
C. It's near the Uka Uka wall, there are many Sludges nearby.
Episode 10: A Sludge Too Far
A, B and C. All of these are at the top of the arena with Sludges and Scorporilla.
Episode 11: Shock and Awesome
A. It's under a platform, nearby is a ladder.
B. At office room before the elevator, behind a table is a Spybot.
C. In the room where the minigame is, jump on the closets to reach it.
Episode 12: Weapons of Mass Construction
A. Nearby a Snipe in the area with many platforms, after the 1st dismount orb.
B. Next to a Snipe in the area with many platforms, near the end and Stenches, some
boxes nearby.
C. It's in the moving path after the minigame, with the mines and flames.
Episode 13: Doomraker
A. At the right side of the arena with Ratcicles, there's platform with Stench and a
Spybot.
B. It's after the first door, at the area with targets.
C. After the second door, where's slime gate and Sludges, at very left.
Episode 14: Family Tree
A. Nearby the first Uka gate, at right side, first Battlers of the game nearby.
B. After 3 acid pits, there's a Battler and many boxes, behind the boxes is a Spybot.
C. Near the second Uka gate, next to the boxes that are blocking the gate, at the left
side.
Episode 15: Calamityville Horror
A. After a cliff and first Uka gate, at the small skateboard track, jump to reach.
B. There are 2 Voodoo Bunnies and a Spybot after the skating, near 2 big leaves.
C. It's left to the second Uka gate.
Episode 16: Timber Trials
A. Right after the first Locked Gate.
B. After the 2nd Locked Gate, before the Unjack Orb.
C. After the 3rd Locked Gate, Next to the minigame portal.
Episode 17: Adolt Edumacation
A. After the first cages, before the first Ee-Lectric.
B. Near the 2nd Shellephant in cage, before minigame portal.
C. Before Uka Uka, near last generator, right.

Episode 18: War Of the Whirls
A. Take the left path after the beginning. After the Ee-lectric, near the minigame is a
Spybot.
B. After the first gate, there are Ratcicles nearby, the Spybot is far right.
C. After the door, in the room with many Bratgirls, near the Piano.
Episode 19: Minority Rapport
A. Near the generator and Ee-lectrics, before 2nd skating part.
B. Near the elevator and many Bratgirls, after the 2nd skating part.
C. Spybot's right before you reach the end.
Episode 20: Revengeance 2: The Revengicide
A, B, C: All of the spybots are before the lift which takes you to Nina, after the Uka
Gate.

